Projects Ahead
Alzheimer's Disease and Prevention

Our next project is to find a way to cheaply manufacture D Beta
Hydroxybutyrate ketone ester by fermentation or chemical reaction. There will
be a huge demand for all Alzheimer's risk patients. The common term ketosis,
ketogenic diets, use of medium chain fatty acids are all part of the revolution to
prevent diabetes and stop Alzheimer's brain dysfunction, a "Mitochondrial
Metabolic" defect in its inability to utilize sugar or glucose as fuel evidenced by
PET scans showing poor uptake in brain 10 years before onset of memory loss. So
if you are suspicious of a problem get a PET - FDG scan right away.
The only legitimate Antimetabolic Molecule to Block Cancer Fuel

The discovery of 3 BromoPyruvate molecule, a metabolic blocking agent, will
require $50 million before it can become a drug. This drug is an analogue of your
own body chemical pyruvate and it tricks the body to block cancer survival and
nourishment. We are supporting projects to show more clinical data and
encouraging more basic science projects to corroborate the finding of Dr. Young
Ko and her mentor Dr. Peter Pedersen of Biochemistry at Johns Hopkins
University School of Medicine, who just retired August 2019 from the department
of biochemistry after 40 years of hard science work.
Prevention of Dense Breast as A Risk Factor for Potential Breast Cancer and
general Osteoporosis and Sacropenia

We are working on a clinical project to look at how the balance of natural human
identical hormones such as progesterone can balance effects of estradiol estrogen
and protect you from breast density and therefore can eliminate risk of future
breast cancer. We are preparing to join forces with University of Cambridge,
England and University of Adelaide, Australia in a joint collaboration in a Breast
Cancer Study to show the importance of replacement of natural human identical
progesterone to protect women progressing breast cancer.
In addition, we want to explore the use of rhythmic cycles of natural human
identical sex hormones replacement to prevent osteoporosis, sarcopenia (muscle
loss).
Possible large VA Hospital Study on Use of Ketogenic Diet to Prevent Disease

We are preparing for a larger request of clinical studies from institutions that have
the population to study how changes in nutrition from carbohydrate dominated
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